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About This Game

Why should war be hell when it could be fun? Enter InkSplosion, a single screen twin-stick shooter, where the only real enemy
is beating your previous high-score!

Inspired by both modern and old school shooters and from the developers behind Midnight Deluxe, InkSplosion is an arcade
delight that is simple to learn, yet hard to master, thanks to endless levels that are decorated only by your colourful ammunition.

Should you rise to the challenge and emerge experience, it only means it is time to bid “farewell” to Normal mode and say
“hello” to Arena and Hard, 2 brutal modes that would offer even the most gung-ho of players a worthy conquest!

Once you start playing, it becomes really hard to stop!

Features:
* 3 Game Modes (Normal, Arena & Hard)

* Endless Levels
* 5 Different Weapon Types

* In-game achievements
* Original Soundtrack by Levi Bond

* Voice over by Barry Dunne
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I'd Suggest Holding off buying this until the developer makes a critical update to make the controls tolerable
(I will remove this from this review once the games controls are adequate)

Effort is obvious and the game looks like fun and like it might be pretty cool for the price, but it needs a critical update...

Watch my launch day experience HERE:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=q-4GBTpoVz0&feature=youtu.be. Bloo Kid 2 has great music, nice graphics, and tight
controls. But I just didn't find myself enjoying the levels (I made it through about 2 of the worlds) or the enemies. But for the
price--especially on sale--it might be worth a look if you are fan of platformers and want to try something new.. the satire's on
point, the art direction is great, the characters are grounded+heartfelt, and the gameplay really creates an air of mystery and
makes you feel like you're interacting with a world that you never actually speak a word to. i do not regret spending the 20
bucks. There's a lot to like here. You play as a character, who gains the skills you want to accumulate during the campaign.
There's a lot of cleverness in the campaign, too. And features allowing for different management - plus, the developers have
implemented a balance sheet and profit and loss statements that actually align with accounting practice (unlike most games).

Traffic management has some issues (as it always does) and track construction has some idiosyncracies that might (or might
not) be features.

You kinda need to save often and to go back to fix things up, particularly when you accidentally configure something to spend
your entire credit limit without noticing it. Rotating autosaves are hopefully coming soon.

For the start of early access, this is in good shape, and I'm excited to see how it ends up.. i grew up playing this series with my
momma! another one of my fav classic games!!! we need mre games like this!!. Pretty good puzzle game; puts a nice twist on
"Match 3" type games and can get fairly complex.. i've got a bugged one. stress reliever. This game is, simply put, just
AWESOME. I haven't found a problem with the game yet.
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After really liking Ebi-Hime's free VNs on Steam, I had high expectation for this one.

Sadly... This game never live up to them.

The main characters feels shallow, it's full of otaku references (a turn off for me) and the story is just... Totally not interesting.
The humor really feels forced, the romance too.

I quite forced myself to finish it, in hope of seeing something interesting. Nope!

I can give some points for the cute drawings, the great food drawings AND descriptions. Other than that, meh.

The soundtrack is pretty forgettable too.. I thought this pack was cool.

But only because i could put a speaker on the dragula playing the song dragula by rob zombie.

It's a good song i guess. Fun game, well done for an indie game. Good graphics and sound, fun to play and quite
challenging.Those llamas are driving me craaazy. A good series of games, at first I thought that there are few levels, but they are
divided here into 3 games, so that's enough with the head because the price of the game is very small. While cheap, you would
expect a grand strategy game which focuses on dynasties and characters within them to include portraits of all races within the
map. I don't really feel I can down-vote this DLC given that the price is reasonable and the quality is there; but this is the sort of
addition I'd expect, if not with the game on release, perhaps added as a free update.

That aside, I think this and the African Portrait Pack [for which I gave a cc review] are a worthy addition if you're a fan of the
game.. Don't buy it. Unless its on sale for under $1.00. There's not much to it. You just run around and get zerged on. No new
content. Gets old real fast. No replay value. its worth about $0.99.. You start casualy on a Monday morning to go and make
some simple errands for your house,you and your wife. You have also a pitbull dog, which is a loyal friend and will have a part
to the game later on.For now you take the errand list and go to the city and meet their inhabitants. Now the way that you meet
with them varies a little and you either just ignore them,speak to them or finally be their last human that will encounter in the
rest of their lifes. You can go postal on them and end their lifes with melle,ranged or throwable gun and equipment. Every one
of them, that will stop you to finish your list of errands and get back home again, for the new day to come. Anyone, that will be
in your way to get milk, or vote and anything else, is fair game to you. Ofcourse they will not stay without doing nothing. Every
action will have a reaction. You can be peaceful or completely lunatic or as the game title go postal. The choice is yours the
world is your oyster.. This is a first impression of the game and I will probably write more about it later.

Void Raiders is a top down mouse-aim shooter-RPG with random level layouts and item drops, persistent character progression
and lots and lots of bullets.I played a pre-release alpha build and was immediately enamoured of it, and for five bucks, this early
access build is an excellent foundation. Though it lacks plot or characterization of any kind at present, it has good enough music
and spritework to convey a sense of style: a dark, neon-lit, occasionally rain-soaked metropolis on... Neptune?

It has three playable characters- Boris the Brawler, Tina the Gunslinger and Gudrun the Bladedancer, and of the three thus far I
have had the most success with Boris, whose upgrades slowly turn him into a bullet-spewing tank. Tina puts out even more shots
with her dual guns and has an entertaining special ability that causes her to spray bullets everywhere around her. Gudrun, with
proper use of her blade-dashing and bullet-reflecting, is surprisingly survivable, and has a shotgun for when her sword isn't
enough, but if you can't effectively use her sword to intercept incoming shots, she's by far the most fragile of the three.

Stages are split up into floors. On each floor you must obtain a certain number of key items, either these metal boxes with pink
lights or these glowing green datacubes, before the elevator to the next floor becomes available. Enemies respawn endlessly, but
you get xp for every kill. They drop cash, ammo and the occasional health pickup. Cash can be used to purchase stat-boosting
(more damage, higher crit chance, health back on critical hits, etc) items from in-level vendors, one item per vendor, and you
also get a choice of three items to buy between floors. However, you don't know what you're getting if you buy the in-level
items, and in roguelike fashion, these items are lost when you die.

There's another review on here mentions the somewhat sluggish player movment, noting that you often have no choice but to
"take the hits", and I'm inclined to agree, but if anything that's the game's only real shortcoming apart from not-yet-added
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features. However, I personally feel like the current level cap of 10 for each character is a tad low- admiteddly, leveling only
gives you skill points, with the actual stat increases instead coming from upgrading your armor using components earned from
defeating the bosses. I can only hope these upgrades have no cap, or at least a high one, as the game still becomes very difficult
in later stages. Interestingly, I noticed that the difficulty increases not per stage but rather at certain time intervals in the length
of your run- if you waste time, things will only get harder, but you might miss out on extra funding and items.

I've played a lot of roguelikes and am glad to see another one with character experience and skills that carry over between runs. I
hope that, like Rogue Legacy, or Galak-Z's arcade mode, victory in this game is an eventuallity, or at least a reasonable
possibilty as in Ziggurat.. Well, its in pretty rough shape, but I've played far far worse by triple A studios on release days.

If you like shootersr and rougelikes and supporting active indie devs then pick this up and give it a shot. Come back now and
then to see whats new.
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